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Editor’s summary: In this Review, the authors describe how the use of touchscreen-equipped 1 

apparatus in behavioral sciences can facilitate the implementation of the 3Rs principles in this 2 

discipline and offer a new platform to monitor laboratory animal welfare.  3 
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Abstract  37 

Despite considerable advances in both in silico and in vitro approaches, in vivo studies that 38 

involve animal model systems remain necessary in many research disciplines. Neuroscience 39 

is one such area, with studies often requiring access to a complete nervous system capable 40 

of dynamically selecting between and then executing a full range of cognitive and behavioural 41 

outputs in response to a given stimulus or other manipulation. The involvement of animals in 42 

research studies is an issue of active public debate and concern and is therefore carefully 43 

regulated. Such regulations are based on the principles of the 3Rs of Replacement, Reduction 44 

and Refinement. In the sub-specialty of behavioural neuroscience, Full/Absolute Replacement 45 

remains a major challenge, as the complete ex vivo recapitulation of a system as complex and 46 

dynamic as the nervous system has yet to be achieved. However, a number of very positive 47 

developments have occurred in this area with respect to Relative Replacement and to both 48 

Refinement and Reduction. In this Review, we discuss the Refinement- and Reduction-related 49 

benefits yielded by the introduction of touchscreen-based behavioural assessment apparatus. 50 

We also discuss how data generated by a specific panel of behavioural tasks developed for 51 

this platform might substantially enhance monitoring of laboratory animal welfare and provide 52 

robust, quantitative comparisons of husbandry techniques to define and ensure maintenance 53 

of best practice. 54 

 55 

 56 

  57 



Introduction 58 

Given the continuing public debate and concern related to the involvement of animals in 59 

biomedical research, the regulatory environment for this type of research can be very 60 

stringent. The implementation of such regulations requires careful consideration of the merit 61 

and necessity of any proposed research against implications for the welfare of the animals 62 

involved1. As part of this consideration, investigators are often required to offer a 63 

comprehensive justification for the proposed animal use, demonstrate an active consideration 64 

of any potential non-animal alternatives and generate a detailed experimental design 65 

indicating how many animals would be required, how they would be manipulated and the risks 66 

to the animals associated with those manipulations2. Investigators should also ensure that the 67 

proposed number of animals is adequately justified and that all possible measures to mitigate 68 

any risks to animal welfare have been implemented in the given experimental context.  69 

 70 

Consequently, the 3Rs Principles of Replacement, Refinement and Reduction (see Table 71 

1 for the definitions originally promulgated in 19593), are an integral part of key regulatory 72 

frameworks such as the UK Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986 as amended by EU 73 

Directive 2010/63/EU4 and the US Guide to the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals5. The 74 

importance of these principles has also led to the establishment of a number of 3Rs-focused 75 

agencies and organisations including the UK National Centre for the 3Rs (NC3Rs), the Centro 76 

3R in Italy, Norway’s Norecopa6, the Canadian Council on Animal Care (CCAC)7, the German 77 

Centre for the Protection of Laboratory Animals (Bf3R)8 and Charité 3R9 to actively promote, 78 

support and provide guidance on the integration of these concepts into research practice.  79 

 80 

In behavioural neuroscience, Replacement3,10–12 is particularly challenging as this discipline 81 

typically requires the study of a complete nervous system that can access, select and execute 82 

a full range of behavioural and cognitive outputs in response to a given stimulus or 83 

manipulation. Indeed, despite major advances in both in vitro approaches and in silico neural 84 

modelling, complete ex vivo recapitulation of such a dynamic system in this research area ꟷ  85 

so-called Full or Absolute Replacement10 of animals ꟷ  remains to be realised. However, 86 

additional granularity can be applied to the definition of Replacement, through the use of the 87 

terms Partial Replacement and Relative Replacement3,10–12. These terms refer to approaches 88 

involving organisms that are not currently considered to be able to experience suffering11,13. 89 

Alternatively, as specified in the ILAR Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals 90 

in Neuroscience and Behavioural Research, these terms refer to approaches “replacing 91 

animals such as vertebrates with animals that are lower on the phylogenetic scale”12,14.  92 

 93 



In practice, this is often viewed as the replacement of vertebrate systems with invertebrates 94 

and in neuroscience, the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans15, the fly Drosophila 95 

melanogaster16 and some sea urchin species17 have shown considerable promise for certain 96 

types of study. However, making ‘smaller’ steps down the phylogenetic tree is also a valuable 97 

approach for Replacement. For example, rodents may serve as an acceptable substitute in 98 

some studies that would have traditionally involved non-human primates (NHPs)18,19.  99 

 100 

Consequently, while progress is being made with respect to Replacement, the majority of 101 

behavioural neuroscience research still requires the use of vertebrate animals and much 102 

attention is currently focused on the implementation of Reduction and Refinement in this 103 

discipline2,20–22. 104 

 105 

Since its initial development in the 1990s23–25, touchscreen-equipped behavioural 106 

assessment equipment has become increasingly widespread in behavioural neuroscience and 107 

is now available for a range of species, including mice, rats and several primate species26–30 108 

(box 1). While there are variations in design dependent on manufacturer and species, most 109 

touchscreen-equipped apparatus is broadly similar with respect to features, capabilities and 110 

their 3Rs-related benefits, in particular Refinement and Reduction-related benefits. 111 

 112 

In the present Review, we will discuss the application of the 3R in behavioural 113 

neuroscience, and highlight how developments in operant behavioural assessment, and in 114 

particular the development of touchscreen-equipped apparatus can further facilitate the 115 

implementation of the 3Rs principles in this discipline. We will also describe how this 116 

equipment may provide a new, standardised approach to animal welfare monitoring and 117 

determination of best practice . 118 

 119 

3R considerations in behavioural neuroscience 120 

 121 

The application of the 3Rs principles to behavioural neuroscience research activity begins at 122 

study design. The objective of many studies in this discipline is to elucidate the neurobiological 123 

basis of a specific cognitive construct or behavioural process. Given this objective, 124 

investigators must first establish an appropriate balance between the degree of sentience 125 

exhibited by the different model organisms (i.e. NHPs vs. rodents vs. zebrafish vs. 126 

invertebrates) that could be selected for the study and the capabilities of each model to 127 

express the behaviour or cognitive construct of interest, with a view towards maximised 128 

Relative Replacement. In the disease context, the selected animal model (and its behavioural, 129 



cognitive or pathological phenotype) ideally must also mimic as closely as possible the 130 

pathogenesis, progression and symptomology of the illness under study (‘Face validity’31).  131 

 132 
After selecting the model species, investigators must determine an approach to measure 133 

the behaviour or construct of interest appropriate to that species32. Validity is an important 134 

factor, in that the selected assay should be robustly validated with respect to the construct of 135 

interest (‘construct validity’31) and assay performance should respond predictably to a given 136 

manipulation (‘predictive validity’31). To maximise the probability that behavioural and cognitive 137 

insights derived from model systems can be applied to humans and particularly the clinical 138 

context, assays should also ideally mirror approaches used in humans as closely as possible 139 

(‘translational validity’31,33). 140 

 141 

Where behavioural neuroscience studies incorporate behavioural pharmacology, for 142 

example to determine the effect of a new compound on the construct of interest, 143 

investigators must take into account additional study design considerations. These include 144 

possible species-dependent effects on the route or rate of compound metabolism, on the 145 

expression patterns or biophysical characteristics of the molecular target(s) of the compound 146 

and on differential off-target activities. The administration route, the vehicle within which the 147 

compound can be delivered and the potential adverse effects must also be considered.  148 

 149 

Investigators should also consider if the intended approach can undergo any Refinement. 150 

This can be achieved by ensuring where possible the selection of behavioural tasks or assays 151 

that are free of aversive stimuli or stressful conditions such as water immersion, restraint or 152 

inescapable footshock and the use of compound administration routes such as via cage 153 

drinking water supplies, treated food or non-gavage oral administration with a highly palatable 154 

vehicle34. Refinement of other aspects related to the life of the animals including husbandry 155 

techniques must also be considered35,36. 156 

 157 

Beyond selection of the animal model, behavioural assay, and approach to exogenously 158 

manipulate the nervous system, experimental design and statistical model selection are also 159 

critical for the application of the 3R, as these factors can impact the number of animals 160 

required (potential for Reduction).  For example, the use of within-subject or longitudinal 161 

designs can substantially reduce animal numbers relative to the between-subject or cross-162 

sectional alternatives and will reduce variability37,38. An increasing number of online 163 

resources that can inform and support such determinations (for example39) are available. 164 

Furthermore, with respect to Reduction, the per-animal data yield generated by a particular 165 

assay must also be considered. Assays that simultaneously generate multiple outcome 166 



measures beyond the ‘primary’ performance metric (e.g. percentage of trials correct or time 167 

spent exploring a location) are to be favoured. These assays may eliminate the need for the 168 

same cohort to undergo further study or for an independent cohort to be evaluated with a 169 

different assay. More broadly, Reduction can also be facilitated by increased standardisation 170 

of methods both within and between laboratories that perform research in similar areas of 171 

behavioural neuroscience, thereby facilitating comparison and aggregation of data, 172 

enhancing replicability and decreasing needless duplication of studies using similar but non-173 

identical techniques40. 174 

 175 

Taken together, it is clear that the 3Rs principles have important implications for 176 

behavioural neuroscience study design. In the next sections, we will describe how the use of 177 

touchscreen-equipped apparatus in behavioural sciences can further facilitate the 178 

implementation of the 3Rs principles in this discipline.  179 

 180 

Touchscreen-equipped behavioural apparatus and the 3Rs  181 

 182 

Translational potential. Current estimates indicate that >90% of clinical trials in neuroscience 183 

end in failure. Several potential factors have been identified41, but evidence suggests that 184 

discrepancies between how psychological functions are assessed in experimental animals 185 

and humans greatly contribute to this problem. Therefore, behavioural neuroscience studies 186 

evaluating the efficacy of a novel manipulation or putative therapeutic intervention should be 187 

designed to yield outputs that can be more effectively translated into the clinical context.   188 

 189 

The advent of touchscreen-equipped behavioural equipment for laboratory species has 190 

enabled the adaptation and in some cases, the direct translation, of computerised cognitive 191 

assessments used in humans such as the Cambridge Neuropsychological Test Automated 192 

Battery (CANTAB)42–44 and the EMOTICOM battery45 to key vertebrate model systems. This 193 

development has permitted the assessment of cognitive domains such as learning, memory 194 

and executive function as well as various aspects of motivation and affective state in 195 

laboratory species46 using an approach that closely mirrors the approach used to evaluate 196 

the same constructs in clinical populations26,47,48  197 

 198 

The cross-species translational potential of the touchscreen system can be evidenced 199 

by the similarities in paired-associates learning (PAL) task performance observed between 200 

mice and humans expressing mutations in the neuropsychiatric disease-related Dlg2 201 

gene26,49. Similarly, parallels can be drawn between the performance of the touchscreen PAL 202 

task and other touchscreen-based tasks assessing attentional and executive function in 203 



patients with Alzheimer’s disease and a mouse model of the disease50–52, and when 204 

motivation is evaluated in patients with Huntington’s disease and the R6/1 mouse model of 205 

this disease53. The human probabilistic reward task (PRT) was adapted for use in 2020 in 206 

the rat touchscreen system, which demonstrated similar performance outcomes to those 207 

observed in humans54. 208 

 209 

Further evidence of the translational potential of the touchscreen platform can be 210 

derived from behavioural pharmacology studies, when compounds with known effects in 211 

humans performing a particular cognitive task have similar effects in other species 212 

performing the same task. As an example, the touchscreen Continuous Performance Task 213 

(CPT), which was originally designed to assess executive control and sustained and 214 

selective attention in humans has since been adapted for both rodents55 and NHPs56. The 215 

touchscreen CPT assay takes advantage of the unique capacity of the touchscreen system 216 

to display more complex and varied stimuli than would be possible in a standard animal 217 

operant chamber57 to more accurately recapitulate the human paradigm. A number of recent 218 

studies in which mice and rats were administered a panel of compounds used clinically for 219 

the treatment of ADHD revealed effects in the touchscreen CPT congruent with those 220 

reported in humans58–60. An earlier study in which both humans and mice performed a related 221 

task called the 5-choice-CPT (5C-CPT) also revealed analogous effects of administration of 222 

the psychostimulant D-amphetamine61. The performance in the 5C-CPT also seems to be 223 

similarly impacted in mice and humans perinatally exposed to alcohol62. Finally, the 224 

adaptation of the Iowa gambling task in the mouse touchscreen system has indicated that 225 

the effects of the administration of psychedelic compounds on performance are similar to 226 

those observed in humans using the same paradigm63. 227 

 228 

These validation studies demonstrate the high translational potential of data derived 229 

from touchscreen behavioral assessment in laboratory rodents, which could potentially 230 

improve therapeutic discovery success rates. Ultimately this improvement could also result in 231 

fewer animals being involved in therapeutic screening programs if data derived from preclinical 232 

in vivo studies more reliably predict the clinical efficacy (or lack thereof) of putative 233 

therapeutics. 234 

 235 

Relative Replacement. The rapid development of assays for rodent touchscreen assessment 236 

apparatus48,64–66 has revealed the considerable capabilities of these species. In some research 237 

areas, the introduction of this technology could facilitate Relative Replacement, as certain 238 

studies that would have previously been performed in NHPs on the basis of their higher 239 

phylogenetic position could be performed instead, or at least initially, in rodents.  240 



 241 

As an example, the availability of touchscreen assessment systems for rodents has 242 

coincided with the increasing recognition of the inherent sophistication of the rodent visual 243 

system, with recent research indicating evidence of characteristics previously considered 244 

exclusive to NHPs67–69. Given that the touchscreen system is also highly versatile with respect 245 

to the characteristics of the visual stimuli an animal can interrogate (e.g. stimuli size, shape, 246 

color and location can be easily modified and adapted), a number of studies have been 247 

performed to establish important baseline characteristics of the rodent visual system in the 248 

touchscreen apparatus70–72. Such studies have identified key similarities and differences 249 

between the rodent and human visual systems, which are critical to the design and 250 

interpretation of studies using  the touchscreen apparatus to challenge various aspects of the 251 

rodent visual system73–76. Consequently, the integration of the rodent model in robustly 252 

validated touchscreen tasks designed to target higher order visual cognition may facilitate 253 

Relative Replacement of NHPs in vision research.  254 

 255 

Refinement. A key aspect of good practice in behavioural assessments is ensuring 256 

consistency in the stimuli presented in the assay as well as in the wider environment in which 257 

the assay is being performed. Consistency is important to minimise variability, maximise 258 

replicability in the data produced and to ensure that animals are not inadvertently exposed to 259 

unexpected aversive environmental stimuli which may cause distress. Consequently, in 260 

behavioural neuroscience, all efforts are made to control stimuli and the environment, 261 

irrespective of the species, assay or apparatus being used. In common with non-touchscreen 262 

operant assessment apparatus, touchscreen systems contribute to these efforts by providing 263 

a greater degree of environmental control relative to open field or maze-based assessments. 264 

Specifically, by enclosing the behavioural arena in a sound-attenuating chamber, animals are 265 

better insulated from external stimuli and consistently experience a standardised cue 266 

environment. This setup makes the animal less vulnerable to non-task related stimuli and 267 

potential distractors (e.g. unexpected loud noise, different intensities of light77) which may be 268 

present inconsistently during and between behavioural assessment sessions. 269 

 270 

In addition to  this feature and others common to most operant apparatus (e.g., animals 271 

are typically habituated to the operant chamber for the duration of assessment to avoid 272 

neophobia; operant chambers are typically small enough to minimise anxiogenesis 273 

associated with the need to traverse a central open space and the expression of thigmotaxis; 274 

operant chambers can be used to support performance and monitoring of behaviours in 275 

darkness or low light conditions which are favoured by nocturnal rodent species), the 276 

touchscreen apparatus offers other unique refinement opportunities.  277 



 278 

As an example, touchscreens offer a far greater number of unique spatial locations in 279 

which stimuli can be presented within trials and greater temporal control over stimulus 280 

presentation compared with conventional operant apparatus. Touchscreens also provide the 281 

opportunity to make changes to other stimulus properties (e.g. size, shape and signal-to-282 

noise ratio) while a behavioural session is underway (i.e. without having to physically add or 283 

change the position or settings of stimulus light modules within the chamber which typically 284 

requires partial disassembly).  285 

 286 

This flexibility has facilitated the development of a range of touchscreen tasks to 287 

evaluate spatial memory, spatial working memory and pattern separation78. These assays 288 

avoid the need to expose animals to a large open environment ꟷ  a setting that facilitates 289 

exploration and ensure adequate separation of cues ꟷ  or to place them in a water tank such 290 

as in the Morris Water Maze (MWM) in which animals swim to find a platform and memorise 291 

its location, and in which the stressor is inescapable during ‘probe trials’79–82. The MWM 292 

increases animal corticosterone levels, an accepted proxy measure for stress83. In addition to 293 

representing a welfare concern, the stress induced by this task can interfere with the 294 

interpretation of results and animal performance83,84. Two independent studies  compared the 295 

performance of two Alzheimer’s mouse models (APP-KI and APP/PS1) on the MWM to the 296 

performance of touchscreen PAL, location discrimination (LD) and visual discrimination and 297 

reversal tasks; these studies reported that the touchscreen tasks detected significant 298 

performance impairments in the model animals compared to wild-type controls at an earlier 299 

age (and so under conditions of lesser pathological burden) than the MWM52,85. These findings 300 

suggest that the touchscreen approach can offer higher sensitivity assessment with lower 301 

stressor exposure, consistent with a substantial refinement. 302 

 303 

Refinement can also be applied to the valence of the stimuli delivered in a behavioural 304 

assay. While it is important to acknowledge that in some research areas, the delivery of 305 

negatively valenced stimuli that can cause pain or distress is accepted as standard practice 306 

and can be necessary for studying  psychological processes (e.g. foot shocks in fear 307 

conditioning), as is the exposure of animals to stress-inducing contexts (e.g. social isolation, 308 

restraint, cold/wet caging conditions); to date such stimuli and contexts have been avoided 309 

with the touchscreen apparatus. All touchscreen tasks characterised so far utilise positive 310 

reinforcement in the form of sweetened liquids like strawberry milkshake or solid reward 311 

pellets and only require animals to be mildly food restricted to ensure stable and sustainable 312 

performance86. Such levels of food restriction in rodents are suggested to better model the 313 



human condition87 and have a variety of physiological benefits88,89 including an increase in 314 

maximum lifespan90 by preventing or delaying the development of various diseases91. 315 

 316 

In addition, while not necessarily a direct substitute for cued fear conditioning or fear 317 

potentiated startle, the touchscreen autoshaping task23,30 (Pavlovian conditioned approach) 318 

has been validated for use as an assay of Pavlovian processes dependent on limbic regions 319 

such as the amygdala92,93 without the need for footshock administration. A recently 320 

characterized touchscreen cognitive judgement bias task also avoids footshock 321 

administration. Tasks evaluating affective state bias in decision making often involve the 322 

administration of footshocks to represent negative emotional valance94,95, however, the 323 

touchscreen variant instead uses a brief time-out period under inverted illumination 324 

conditions to achieve the same effect96,97.  325 

 326 

While not necessarily unique to the touchscreen apparatus, the development of non-327 

aversive touchscreen assays targeting constructs commonly accessed in non-touchscreen 328 

paradigms through application of aversive stimuli can be taken as an indicator of the direction 329 

of travel that wider implementation of this equipment will have in behavioural neuroscience. 330 

 331 

Reduction. Touchscreen-equipped behavioural assessment chambers can contribute to 332 

Reduction by decreasing animal numbers, increasing per-animal data-yields and facilitating 333 

the sharing of data and resources between investigators. 334 

 335 

Decreasing animal numbers and increasing per-animal data-yields. Decreasing the 336 

overall number of animals involved in a study and maximising the amount of data generated 337 

per animal are two important approaches for Reduction. Touchscreen-equipped  behavioural 338 

assessment chambers can contribute to these aspects of Reduction. 339 

 340 

Firstly, compared to a number of maze-based and other ‘hand run’ behavioural 341 

assessments, the computerised data collection and analysis system incorporated into 342 

touchscreen equipment substantially increases the number of variables that are recorded 343 

beyond the typical measures of task performance. For example, in a touchscreen-delivered 344 

attentional task like the 5-Choice Serial Reaction Time Test (5-CSRTT), in which the ‘primary’ 345 

aim is usually to evaluate attention or distractibility98, it is possible to evaluate additional 346 

‘secondary’ measures that provide information on other related psychological processes such 347 

as response inhibition, impulsivity, perseveration and processing speed98. Thus a single test 348 



like the 5-CSRTT can be used to simultaneously study multiple cognitive abilities, thereby 349 

reducing the number of animals required.  350 

 351 

Coupling such variable-rich data streams with the considerable capacity for within-352 

session spatial variation of stimulus presentation offered by the touchscreens has allowed the 353 

development of spatially-driven, hippocampus-focused tasks such as the Trial Unique Non-354 

match to Location (TUNL) task99, the continuous TUNL100 task and the LD task101. These 355 

developments represent substantial advances over analogous non-touchscreen operant 356 

methods such as the Delayed Non-match to Position (DNMTP)102 task and other maze-based 357 

equivalents, in that they minimise the expression of so-called motoric mediating behaviours 358 

that animals can use to bridge delay periods in the tasks, and in doing so confound the data 359 

produced99. This advantage depends on the ability to use multiple locations on the screen 360 

rather than a small and limited number of levers, as is typical in   the DNMTP. The touchscreen 361 

tasks also facilitate the assessment of pattern separation79, a process dependent on the 362 

hippocampal dentate gyrus which is much more challenging to evaluate in the non-363 

touchscreen operant DNMTP context due to the fixed response manipulanda locations in this 364 

equipment. 365 

  366 

The availability of such variable-rich data profiles for individual animals may eliminate 367 

the need for an investigator to perform additional experiments with further independent 368 

cohorts to assess any ‘secondary’ measures of interest in the context of a given 369 

manipulation. In this vein, it is common practice to conduct control experiments to evaluate 370 

animal mobility or to detect possible locomotor impairments or hyperactivity derived from a 371 

manipulation of interest (e.g. pharmacological, surgical or genetic) and to ensure that any 372 

behavioural/cognitive task data are not confounded. For example, in some studies evaluating 373 

therapeutic targets for depression using the forced swim test (FST), off-target effects of 374 

manipulations on locomotor activity often need to be evaluated in a cohort of animals distinct 375 

from that used to screen the manipulation for affective state efficacy103,104. The touchscreen-376 

based approach eliminates the need for such experiments and additional animals due to the 377 

integration of infra-red activity beams across the behavioural arena which can be used to 378 

evaluate locomotion similarly to a standard activity-monitoring cage. Additional measures 379 

such as off-target screen touches, magazine entries and latencies (e.g., to collect reward) 380 

provide further proxies of locomotion during assessment sessions without the requirement 381 

for additional testing in independent cohorts. 382 

 383 

Secondly, increasing evidence from the touchscreen literature is showing that it is 384 

possible to use within-subject designs and assess single cohorts of rodents across multiple 385 



touchscreen tasks for evaluation of distinct cognitive and behavioural constructs with minimal 386 

evidence of task cross-over effects105–108. This feature offers a number of benefits, including 387 

reductions in the number of cohorts required to fully characterise the effect of a manipulation, 388 

assessment within the same environment and using the same type of operant response, 389 

thereby reducing training time and decreasing data variability. Within-subject design also 390 

enhances confidence in the robustness of a particular phenotype observed in different 391 

assays109, the potential for within-subject correlations between tasks, the capacity to use the 392 

findings from one task as rational, data-driven predictors for subsequent assays and the 393 

potential to dynamically adjust the package of tasks applied to explore unexpected findings as 394 

they emerge from a cohort.  395 

 396 

Thirdly, in common with non-touchscreen operant assays, the touchscreen 397 

assessment approach can support extended longitudinal behavioural evaluation across 398 

multiple tasks in a cohort. This is of particular value to assess the effects of progressive or 399 

degenerative manipulations30,110–112. 400 

 401 

Protocol standardisation and replicability. The facilitation of the sharing of data and 402 

resources between investigators can also contribute to Reduction, as it may prevent needless 403 

replication of studies already completed by others13 and encourage standardisation of 404 

protocols. The latter is important in that it enables the direct comparison of findings from 405 

different groups using the same assay, which may help to address the perennial concern of 406 

replicability113. 407 

 408 

Protocol standardisation is often a major challenge as many factors in the lab 409 

environment can have adverse or destabilising effects114. A given protocol should not only be 410 

performed consistently within a given study and within a given laboratory, but also by all 411 

researchers in a given field to enable data comparison and to rule out the possibility that any 412 

discrepant results are biologically significant and not a result of procedural differences.  413 

 414 

Rodent touchscreen apparatus enhances opportunities for protocol standardisation 415 

relative to open maze-based tasks and other ‘hand run’ assays, which can be more 416 

susceptible to protocol variation as the apparatus involved is often built to in-house 417 

specifications, makes use of laboratory specific cues, contexts and stimuli and is performed 418 

based on a protocol optimised exclusively within the laboratory.  419 

 420 

In common with non-touchscreen equipped operant apparatus, the touchscreen 421 

system can minimise potential discrepancies through the sharing of the programs used for 422 



behavioural assays, including the files containing the visual stimuli displayed on the 423 

touchscreen and the programs that generate the performance outcomes from the raw data 424 

collected by the apparatus. Importantly, given that touchscreen tasks generally only use  the 425 

input and output devices in the standard chambers and are primarily driven by the stimuli 426 

and responses on the touchscreen, most existing tasks can be shared between any 427 

touchscreen-equipped laboratory without the need to purchase additional hardware (e.g., 428 

extra lever or stimulus light modules)115,116. This potential has led to the development of an 429 

international rodent touchscreen knowledge-sharing website, a data repository, a data 430 

sharing platform and an Open Science community of practice among researchers using the 431 

equipment116,117. The touchscreen knowledge-sharing website 432 

(https://touchscreencognition.org) contributes to replicability and reproducibility by sharing 433 

protocols and promoting communication between researchers. The online data repository 434 

(https://www.mousebytes.ca/home) contributes to reduction by allowing data sharing 435 

(including negative data), meta-analysis and reuse of data, which reduce the need for 436 

running new experiments117. 437 

 438 

In addition, while developments towards increased automation in the performance, 439 

particularly the scoring of behaviours,  generated in maze-based and other ‘hand run’ tasks 440 

are underway118–121, operant apparatus such as the touchscreen system continue to offer 441 

markedly lower levels of animal─experimenter interaction. Animal─experimenter 442 

interactions can potentially have substantial effects on behavioural data due to trial-by-trial  443 

or session-by-session variability, for example due to handling differences, or changes in the 444 

appearance, smell or physical position of the experimenter over time122. The lack of human 445 

observer-based scoring of behaviour in operant apparatus also increases consistency by 446 

preventing scorer bias and eliminating concerns regarding intra- and inter-rater reliability, 447 

which decreases variability between animals, behavioural sessions and laboratories. 448 

 449 

The capacity of the touchscreen system to ensure standardisation was demonstrated 450 

in a study that compared the performance of mice in the touchscreen 5-CSRTT across 451 

laboratories in the UK and South Korea123. Even though experiments were performed by 452 

independent research groups at different institutions, the performance of animals trained 453 

using the same touchscreen protocol, stimuli and analysed with the same data analysis 454 

program was statistically equivalent123. Laboratories in South Korea and Australia have also 455 

reported consistent results when independently evaluating the mGluR5 knock-out mouse 456 

strain across the touchscreen visual discrimination, reversal learning and extinction tasks 457 

targeting visual perception, learning and cognitive flexibility/perseveration124,125. 458 

 459 



Taken together, the various aspects of the touchscreen hardware, combined with the 460 

high inherent and unique measurement accuracy (in milliseconds) and elimination of 461 

subjective bias through automation to maximise replicability, in conjunction with the robust 462 

protocol standardisation offered by this approach may enhance the probability of detecting 463 

genuine effects, reduce variability within and between laboratories126 and ultimately 464 

decrease the overall number of animals required to determine the effect of a given 465 

manipulation. 466 

 467 

Exemplar applications of touchscreen techniques 468 

 469 

Applications for affective state research. The recent development of a series of 470 

touchscreen versions of tasks targeting constructs related to mood and emotional 471 

state28,48,96,127,128 has expanded the possible applications of the touchscreen system to new 472 

areas of behavioural neuroscience research by  providing a powerful complement to the 473 

existing cognition-focused assays. 474 

 475 

Examples of these affective state-related construct-focused tasks include the 476 

touchscreen implementations of the progressive ratio (PR) schedule for the evaluation of 477 

motivation129,130, the probabilistic reversal learning (PRL) task for the evaluation of negative 478 

feedback sensitivity127,131,132 the affective/cognitive bias task96,97,128 and the PRT54. The 479 

development of these tasks is particularly important from a 3Rs perspective because the 480 

assessment of mood-related constructs in experimental animals often requires stress 481 

induction30,32, including in  widely used assays such as the tail suspension test (TST) and the 482 

FST133.  483 

 484 

In both the TST and FST, animals are placed in unescapable situations and the output 485 

of the tasks consists of determining the point at which behavioural despair is achieved134,135. 486 

The FST and TST have both been used extensively to screen compounds for antidepressant 487 

efficacy and are canonically considered to have “good predictive validity”134,135. However, 488 

recent reports suggest that these tests136 do not mimic human aetiology or behavioural 489 

manifestations of depression, raising concerns about their translational potential137–139 and 490 

encouraging funders not to support project proposals using the FST or similar assays137. 491 

Moreover, similar to the MWM, the stress induced by these assays may have carry-over 492 

effects thereby confounding the results of any assay in which TST and/or FST-exposed 493 

animals are subsequently involved. More importantly, these assays have persistent negative 494 

effects on animal welfare140,141. In addition, given the increased sensitivity of touchscreen 495 



tasks relative to the MWM52,85 , in which animals are also exposed to stress, touchscreen 496 

tasks might also show enhanced sensitivity compared to FST and TST, although to our 497 

knowledge this important comparison remains to be completed. 498 

 499 

 Opportunities for refinement of stress-dependent behavioural assays such as the FST 500 

and TST should be explored in affective state research. Touchscreen-based behavioural 501 

assessments may provide an ideal platform for the further integration of 3Rs practice in this 502 

research area.  503 

 504 

Applications for ‘home cage’ cognitive and behavioural assessment. Continuing 505 

developments in behavioural research methodology have led to the presentation of a 506 

touchscreen-based ‘home cage’ testing approach to completely remove animal─experimenter 507 

interactions142. This approach consists of an automated touchscreen-based system connected 508 

to a rodent home cage via a system of tunnels with computerised access gates that allow 509 

animals to individually access the operant behavioural chamber, complete the behavioural 510 

session and return to the home cage without any contact with an experimenter142.  511 

 512 

Rats tested in their home cage learned faster than animals manually placed into 513 

operant behavioural chambers on a daily basis, and the data produced was highly 514 

comparable to results obtained in other laboratories142. This approach reduces the potential 515 

contribution of animal─experimenter interactions to data variability, as well as the stress 516 

associated with the transfers of the animals between home cage and testing environment, 517 

or neophobia associated with the testing environment.  518 

 519 

Touchscreen-based ‘home-cage’ testing has also been applied to larger animals 520 

including NHPs for both research purposes and as a source of enrichment in non-research 521 

contexts143,144. For example, in certain studies NHPs can freely access assessment areas 522 

from their home environment, and engage with automated touchscreen-based systems to 523 

enable cognitive evaluation144–146. While representing an advance over conventional 524 

methods that necessitate the use of primate chairs, limitations include the need to identify 525 

the NHP engaging with the touchscreen system at a given time, which typically requires the 526 

introduction of radio-frequency identification implants144–146. While not typically considered a 527 

major procedure, use of such implants is not without concern and must be considered 528 

carefully from a 3Rs perspective147,148. A recently developed wireless touchscreen system 529 

that utilizes real-time NHP facial recognition to initiate subject-specific tasks, without the 530 

need for implanted microchips, shows considerable promise149.  531 



 532 

As such, the ‘home cage’ approach to touchscreen testing143,150 may ultimately provide 533 

additional welfare- and scientific-related benefits across a wide range of species.  534 

 535 

Touchscreens as animal welfare evaluation tools 536 

 537 

Regular welfare assessments are an essential component of the husbandry and 538 

maintenance of laboratory animals. Aside from monitoring animals for signs of pain or 539 

distress during or following an experimental procedure, welfare assessment also 540 

encompasses the routine evaluation of animals to check for any health or welfare-related 541 

issues in the home cage. These assessments are usually performed through visual 542 

inspection of a range of behaviours and physical characteristics that can indicate issues such 543 

as injury, dehydration or infection/illness151,152. While very effective for the detection of major 544 

welfare concerns, such an approach does have limitations and might not detect  changes in 545 

affective state and/or motivation that still severely impact quality of life.  546 

 547 

Welfare assessments of this type typically yield qualitative data, which, while useful, is 548 

also limited with respect to comparability across housing rooms, facilities or institutions. This 549 

is a critical factor, as considerable variation can be observed in standard procedures across 550 

facilities, including caging type (e.g. conventional vs. individual ventilated cages), room 551 

illumination, room population density, cage population density, ambient sound levels, cage 552 

change procedures and environmental enrichment provision. While all facilities do the utmost 553 

to maximise animal welfare, determining best practice in the absence of quantitative 554 

measures is challenging.  555 

 556 

Quantitative scales such as the grimace scale  can provide insight into welfare153,154, 557 

but evidence of considerable baseline variation155 and dependence on a human 558 

observer/scorer limit their utility for routine cage-side welfare assessment.  559 

 560 

Given that it provides a number of benefits such as  elimination of scorer bias, variable-561 

rich quantitative data streams, non-invasive and non-aversive assessments that facilitate 562 

longitudinal evaluations and a suite of tasks known to be sensitive to changes in several 563 

affective state-related constructs, the touchscreen system may represent an ideal platform 564 

upon which to base welfare assessments. In addition, the literature now contains a number 565 

of examples of studies in which animals with known degenerative phenotypes are able to 566 

engage effectively with the apparatus at elevated age or pathological load, suggesting that 567 



these systems provide an approach to monitor highly compromised animals72,156,157. 568 

Furthermore, given the inter-institutional consistency of touchscreen performance123,125 this 569 

apparatus could also enable characterisation of best practice via direct quantitative 570 

comparison of procedures across facilities.  571 

 572 

As an example of this potential, cognitive bias (CB) behavioural tests have recently 573 

emerged as potential tools for assessing animal welfare. Cognitive biases have been widely 574 

studied in humans and reflect the manifestation of a negative or positive emotional state as 575 

a pessimistic or optimistic bias in information processing in conditions of uncertainty158,159. 576 

Critically, such emotionally-modulated cognitive processes can also be assessed in rodents 577 

and NHPs95,96,158. To date, CB tests have been used to evaluate the effects of changes in 578 

housing conditions94, environmental enrichment160, intraperitoneal dosing handling161 and 579 

general handling methodologies162 in rats, mice and birds. In many of these studies, animals 580 

are trained in a Go/No go task (where ‘Go’ requires a response to a rewarding stimulus and 581 

‘No go’ requires withholding of a response to an unrewarding stimulus). After performance 582 

stabilization, ambiguous stimuli (which possess characteristics intermediate between the 583 

rewarding and unrewarding stimuli) are occasionally presented to the animals. The response 584 

pattern upon presentation of an ambiguous stimulus can then be used to infer the extent of 585 

any ‘optimistic’ or ‘pessimistic’ bias expressed by an animal and in turn the affective state of 586 

that animal.  587 

 588 

Recent reports of CB assessments in animals indicated that rats housed in 589 

‘unpredictable’ housing conditions exhibited a pessimistic bias (and therefore a negative 590 

emotional state) when compared to rats housed in ‘predictable’ conditions94.  A CB task also 591 

demonstrated that provision of environmental enrichment enhanced positive emotional state 592 

(on the basis of the expression of ‘optimistic’ response bias to ambiguous stimuli) in birds163. 593 

Alterations in handling associated with injection of compounds was also manifest in CB 594 

performance161. Specifically, animals injected using conventional handling/restraint exhibited 595 

negative biases compared with those injected using a modified handling approach161.  596 

 597 

CB tasks can also be implemented in touchscreens and have shown potential for 598 

assessing welfare in NHPs130. While many CB tasks for animals have used tones as stimuli164, 599 

visual stimuli can be used in touchscreens increasing the similarity of the task to that used in 600 

humans165. Indeed, a Go/No go touchscreen CB task was developed for NHPs using lines of 601 

different sizes to represent the Go (‘CS+’) and No go (‘CS-’) stimuli and lines of intermediate 602 

size as ambiguous stimuli. In this task, animals provided with environmental enrichment 603 

showed an optimistic bias. However, when the animals were tested after their statutory health 604 



check (requiring restraint and ketamine hydrochloride injection), a pessimistic bias was 605 

observed128. A touchscreen task to evaluate CB through ambiguous cue interpretation has 606 

recently been devised for use in rodents96 and although the effect of welfare manipulations on 607 

task performance remains to be determined, some evidence suggests that social experience 608 

impacts performance97. 609 

 610 

A further example of an affective state-targeted touchscreen task that could contribute 611 

to welfare assessment is the touchscreen implementation of the PR schedule. Based on the 612 

classical PR schedule166, the touchscreen variants for mice129 and rats130 have been validated 613 

using pharmacological manipulations in non-touchscreen paradigms to bidirectionally impact 614 

performance as measured by the metric known as breakpoint (the maximum amount of 615 

physical effort in the form of screen touches an animal is willing to expend to obtain a palatable 616 

reward)64,166–168. Poor PR performance (defined by low breakpoint) is consistent with reduced 617 

motivation for reward. This behavioural outcome is interpreted as apathy or anergia-like 618 

behaviour and it is a pervasive and debilitating symptom common to many neurodegenerative 619 

and neuropsychiatric diseases53.  620 

 621 
Aside from rodent models of neuropsychiatric or neurodegenerative disease, lack of 622 

motivation or anergia/apathy in otherwise healthy animals is largely triggered by exposure to 623 

stressors. Similar to the CB construct, it is highly unlikely that an apathy-like phenotype could 624 

be identified from a routine visual welfare check. Routine blood sampling to determine plasma 625 

corticosterone levels for welfare monitoring purposes is also unnecessarily invasive, puts 626 

animals at risk of injury and exposes them to restraint and manipulation-induced stress that 627 

could confound any measurements taken. The PR task offers an ideal way to address these 628 

issues in that it leverages the merits of the touchscreen apparatus, offers a high sensitivity 629 

screening platform and, crucially, studies have shown that it is sensitive to exposure to 630 

elevated corticosterone levels using both non-touchscreen equipped169,170 and touchscreen 631 

equipped behavioural chambers (Lopez-Cruz, personal communication171). While more limited 632 

in use to date than the CB task, non-touchscreen versions of PR have provided some potential 633 

insights into husbandry practices. For example, housing conditions can impact PR 634 

performance in rats (mixed-sex vs. single-sex holding rooms172) and in NHPs (single housing 635 

vs. pair-housing173). These studies support the viability of using the PR schedule as a tool to 636 

assess the effect of husbandry-related factors on laboratory animal welfare. 637 

 638 

Taken together, these examples highlight the potential of touchscreen assays to be 639 

utilised as cross-species welfare assessment tools that are sensitive to many aspects of 640 

laboratory animal husbandry practice including housing conditions, environmental enrichment 641 



and handling method. Given the high levels of standardisation and consistency offered by the 642 

touchscreen apparatus, this platform also offers opportunities for assessment of affective state 643 

longitudinally across the life of a laboratory animal and for quantitative comparison of 644 

procedures across facilities and institutions to identify best practice. Given that touchscreen 645 

versions of tasks targeting constructs related to mood and emotional state (e.g.96) would have 646 

high similarity to tasks used in humans158, these assays could also be utilised as a more 647 

refined approach for evaluating mood-related symptoms in animal models and for screening 648 

compounds for antidepressant efficacy, replacing current methods like the FST and TST.  649 

 650 

Conclusions 651 

 652 

The touchscreen behavioural assessment apparatus offers an increasingly large range of 653 

tasks to evaluate a wide variety of psychological constructs. The touchscreen method can 654 

yield significant 3Rs benefits, with potential implications for Relative Replacement as well as 655 

enhancements in both Reduction and Refinement, including the explicit avoidance of aversive 656 

stimuli, the possibility to utilise within-subject designs and the capacity to use a panel of 657 

assessments in the same cohort of animals. The standardisation of approach across 658 

laboratories will facilitate direct comparison of data and has already led to the development of 659 

touchscreen data sharing initiatives115–117. Furthermore, the high translational potential of this 660 

approach may increase the probability of promising findings from in vivo animal experiments 661 

being successfully implemented in the clinical context. 662 

 663 

Touchscreen-based assays specifically targeting aspects of emotional state are now 664 

available28,48,167,174. They represent an opportunity to establish a quantitative approach to 665 

cage-side animal welfare monitoring and to characterise best practice approaches to 666 

laboratory animal husbandry and care.  667 
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Table 1|The 3Rs principles of animal research.  1160 

 1161 

 1162 

Principle Definition  

Full/Absolute 

Replacement 

 

Any approach that results in the direct replacement of animals or the 

avoidance of their involvement in an experiment in which they would 

previously have been required.  

Partial/Relative 

Replacement 

Any approach involving organisms that are not, on the basis of 

current evidence, considered able to experience suffering or 



replacing the use of more sentient animals with animals that are 

lower on the phylogenetic scale. 

Reduction 

 

Any approach that reduces the number of animals involved in a 

particular study consistent with the scientific aims. Reduction can 

also include the enhancement of per animal data yields in a study, 

thereby eliminating any need for additional animals to be involved, 

and the sharing of data and resources between investigators. 

Refinement 

 

Any approach that minimises pain, suffering, distress or lasting harm 

and enhances animal welfare. 

 1163 

Definitions adapted from 3,7,10,12,13,18,175,176 1164 

  1165 



Box.1 | Touchscreen-equipped behavioural apparatus 1166 

 1167 

In general, touchscreen-equipped behavioural apparatus consists of an operant arena 1168 
housed within a sound-attenuating chamber that is equipped with a fan to provide ventilation 1169 
and mask background noise. A touchscreen is mounted at one end of the arena and a 1170 
reward collection magazine connected to a standard liquid or pellet dispenser is attached to 1171 
the opposite wall as exemplified by the Bussey-Saksida touchscreen system. The 1172 
touchscreen and associated devices are typically controlled by commercial software such as 1173 
ABET II, K-Limbic or Whisker30,177, with an increasing number of open-source solutions now 1174 
becoming available178–182. Variations in design are dependent on manufacturers and species 1175 
and can include variations in arena or touchscreen size, reward magazine capacity, arena 1176 
shape (e.g., trapezoidal vs. cube/cuboidal) and floor type. 1177 
 1178 
[MPS: Please include Figure 1 as Figure box here. And find below the figure legend.] 1179 

Standard Bussey-Saksida touchscreen chambers. a, the mouse and b, the rat systems 1180 
show the differences in screen, arena size and floor type required to accommodate the 1181 
different species (Campden Instruments Ltd, Loughborough UK). 1182 
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